SF RYdER 9M-ti
™

MODULAR SOUND SUPPRESSOR FOR 9mm PISTOLS & RIFLES with 1/2 x 28 or M13.5 x 1 LH THREADS

9 MM

PRECISION MACHINED
DIRECT THREAD
MOUNTING

STAY ON
TARGET

ALLOY
CONSTRUCTION

DESCRIPTION

SF Modular Ryder direct-thread suppressors are built to the same
exacting standards as our battle-proven Fast-Attach® SOCOM
suppressors. The SF RYDER 9M-Ti suppressor–for 9mm pistols and
rifles–features an ultra-light titanium tube, front plate, and rear
plate that help minimize weight with no sacrifice in strength. Inside
the suppressor are durable heat-treated, stainless steel baffles that
are indexed and numbered for easy disassembly and reassembly
for cleaning. This model allows for the end-user to remove a 2”
module from the front portion of the suppressor to reduce overall
length. Simply reinstall the end plate on the now-shorter option and
the suppressor is ready for use. Patented pig-nose baffles precisely
direct gases from fired rounds for superior sound attenuation and
reduced muzzle blast, while built-in spacers help reduce carbon
buildup, which can adversely affect performance of a suppressor. A
tough, CerakoteTM finish–available in two colors–helps protect the
durable 9M-Ti, which comes in models that fit 9mm weapons with
1/2 x 28 or M13.5 x 1 threaded barrels.
FEATURES

Black

Dark Earth
SF RYDER 9M-Ti

Ultra-lightweight titanium construction, rounded ends &
fluted body reduce weight with no sacrifice in strength

¼

Patented pig-nose stainless steel baffles are durable and provide
superior sound attenuation and reduced muzzle blast

¼

Built-in spacers help reduce carbon buildup between baffles

¼

Baffles are numbered and indexed for ease of reassembly

¼

Easy removal of 2” modular section allows for shorter overall 		
length of suppressor when needed

¼

Included assembly/disassembly tool for easy baffle removal

¼

Additonal pistons sold separately
PART# / UPC

BODY COLORS

SPECIFICATIONS

¼

CALIBER

9 mm

CONSTRUCTION

Titanium Tube, Front Plate, Rear Cap, Stainless Steel Baffles

COATING

Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER

1.25 in (3.2 cm)

LENGTH

5.9 in (14.9 cm) 7.9 in (20 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON*

5.5 in (14.0 cm) 7.5 in (19 cm)

WEIGHT

9 oz (255 g) 11 oz (311 g)

SF RYDER 9M-Ti-1/2-28-BK

084871325660

SF RYDER 9M-Ti-1/2-28-DE

084871325677

SF RYDER 9M-Ti-M13.5X1 LH-BK

084871325691

SF RYDER 9M-Ti-M13.5X1 LH-DE

084871325707

*Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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OTHER VIEWS

RYDER 9M Series suppressors have a
modular component to add or subtract length
to adapt to end-user needs.

Shown: Glock 17 Ryder 9M

ADDITIONAL PARTS

PACKAGING SPECS
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TYPE

4C corrugated box

HEIGHT

3.25 inches (8.6 cm)

WIDTH

10 inches (30.5 cm)

DEPTH

3.25 inches (8.6 cm)

PISTON-9-M13.5x1LH

PISTON-9-1/2x28

SF-SPCR-9
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